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You have more than 72 data centres worldwide housing 

45,500 managed servers, 35,500 managed virtual 

servers and 138,111 TB of storage. In Singapore, you 

have decades of experience providing a full spectrum of 

high-quality, reliable information and communications 

technology (ICT) systems to multinational corporations 

and public sector institutions. You wanted to expand 

your ability to solve complex ICT challenges by working 

with a data centre specialist that would let you focus 

on your core competencies and growth while adding 

significant value to your business. You not only found 

what you were looking for, you won a trusted partner 

that could plan, design and deploy an enterprise-

quality data centre solution faster and more securely 

than anyone else.

The Company: 
Global operator of end-to-end ICT solutions

T-Systems International, the business and corporate subsidiary of  

Global operator of end-to-end ICT solutions 
collaborates with leading and trusted data 

centre provider to deliver fast, secure  
and agile data centre solutions.
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As ICT specialists with  
extensive experience 
with major global  
projects, our clients  
expect flawless end-to-
end solutions that meet 
their strict security and 
compliance policies.  
It was important and  
urgent that we find a 
partner that could fulfil 
both our needs and our 
clients’ demands

”

Deutsche Telekom, employs 47,800 

people in 20 countries. T-Systems 

Singapore, a subsidiary of T Systems 

International, delivers end-to-end ICT 

solutions to more than 250 customers 

across the Asia Pacific region, focusing 

on multinational and medium-sized 

organisations. The company is a world 

leader in data centres and one of the 

first global organisations to be named 

an SAP Application Management Ser-

vices provider.

In Singapore, the company has three 

data centres as well as a regional help 

desk, a desktop services centre and a 

network operations centre, all part of its 

global ICT delivery platforms. Wheth-

er it is computing services, network 

services, desktop services, systems 

integration or full outsourcing solutions, 

customers count on T Systems to solve 

their ICT challenges so that they can 

focus on their core competencies and 

growth in Asia Pacific. 

The Challenge: 
Building a secure and compliant 
data centre in record time 

T-Systems is no stranger to building its own leading-edge data centres. However, in 2013, a global company 

urgently required a new platform be built from scratch for its exclusive use. It needed it within a year at most 

– making timing a major challenge. Another difficulty was finding a spacious location with state-of-the-art 

facilities and that was immediately available.

In addition, the data centre was expected to pass regular security audits as part of the customer’s several 

layers of strict security policies. Reliability and server uptime were also critical requirements; it was important 

that T-Systems could remotely monitor power use and temperature in the data centre at any time. To satisfy its 

demanding customer and meet its own requirements, T Systems was uncompromising about having the right 

data centre partner. 

-Joseph Punzalan, Team Lead of Data Centre  
 Operations, T-Systems Singapore
 ”



The  Solution: 
State-of-the-art facility in Jurong,  
Singapore

Out of three data centre providers, Digital 

Realty was chosen to install the data centre in 

its Jurong facility. Its upgraded security features, 

reasonable pricing and impressive track record 

meant Digital Realty could meet T-Systems’ 

current and future requirements. In March 2014, 

less than a year after T Systems embarked on 

the challenging project, Digital Realty delivered a 

proven, multi-generational, modular data centre 

facility without any major delays or setbacks.

T-Systems’ data centre facility in Jurong is 

housed in suites capable of delivering up to 720 

kilowatts of IT load. T-Systems currently has 

four cages in two suites, along with cold aisle 

containment systems inside the cages as part of 

its energy saving and power efficiency strategy. 

Digital Realty Jurong was initially an active di-

saster recovery site for T-Systems, but thanks to 

enhanced security features and audit certifica-

tions it has become their primary site. The setup 

of the platform is currently ongoing. 

Summary: 
Improving T-Systems’ speed  
and efficiency

T-Systems urgently needed to find a data 

centre facility that would allow it to quickly and 

securely deliver a state-of-the-art data centre 

for a highly demanding client. Digital Realty’s 

excellent track record and proven expertise 

made it a secure and reliable option. The 

data centre was built and delivered at Digital 

Reality’s facility in Jurong, Singapore, with-

out major setbacks and within the allotted 

timeframe.exclusive.

“From our point of view, Digital Realty un-

derstands we are only as good as they are. 

We can’t grow without their infrastructure 

being ready for us at all times. Even an hour 

or two delay in deploying our on-demand 

services translates into lost customers for 

us,” explained Wainer. “And from our cus-

tomers’ perspective, the strong reputation of 

a client-centered company like Digital Realty 

helps them make their choice to ultimately 

choose us as their cloud provider. For those 

reasons we feel we made the right choice 

in partnering with Digital Realty as our data 

center provider.”

Reliability and server 
uptime were also 
critical requirements; 
it was important that 
T-Systems could 
remotely monitor 
power use and 
temperature in the 
data centre at any time. 
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SALES
T +1 877 378 3282
E  sales@digitalrealty.com

About Digital Realty
Digital Realty Trust, Inc. supports the data 

center and colocation strategies of more than 

1,000 firms across its secure, network-rich 

portfolio of data centers located throughout 

North America, Europe, Asia and Australia.  

Digital Realty’s clients include domestic and 

international companies of all sizes, ranging 

from financial services, cloud and information 

technology services, to manufacturing, energy, 

gaming, life sciences and consumer products. 

www.digitalrealty.com

Its upgraded  
security features, 
reasonable  
pricing and  
impressive track 
record meant  
Digital Realty  
could meet  
T-Systems’  
current and future  
requirements. 


